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_____________
Senate acts_

,., Faculty

Community government endorsed
by Steve London
Associate Editor

Over 200 students filled the Civic-Penney room of Atwood last Tuesday with
the intention of receiving a Faculty
Senate committment and creation of a
single senate governance system.
More commonly called community
government, this single senate body
would consist of students, faculty, administrators, and perhaps civil service
personnel. The exact numbers of each
group has not yet been determined.

On January 27, 1970 the President's
Commission passed a resolution which
was later sent to President Wick stating in part:
"St. Cloud State College should adopt
a community governmental structure
consisting of a Joint Administrative-Faculty-Student Senate with an ultimate
size of no more than 100 voting members. The approximate initial voting
membership would be 35 faculty, 35
students, and ,10 administrators.".
This proposal was later forwarded to

the Student and Faculty Senates by
President Wick with the suggestion that
both bodies study and make modifications, if necessary, to the original proposal.
The Student Senate made modifications dealing with student selection for
the body while the Faculty Senate sent
the proposal back to the President saying that they wished "rationale, implications, and ramifications of community government at St. Cloud State
College."
This information was furnished to the
Faculty Senate at their June 2, 1970
meeting. At this point the senate delayed action on the proposal in order
to allow Subcommittee K of the longrange planning committee an opportunity to look at the proposal.
On Tuesday, Senator John Phillips
offered a motion to suspend the agenda
to allow students to voice their opinions
on community government. The motion
passed unanimously.
One student commented that students
should have full citizenship on campus.
At the present time only "tokenism"
is given to the students, added another
student. Todd Waters, an organizer of
the students, stated that two years ago
when the concept of community government was introduced in the President's Commission, many felt that it
was a dream that could become a reality. "Now," Waters said, "the dream
is buried in committees."
Jim Hawkins, another student organizer said "We are here today to ask
yo~ for c~mmunity government. We ask
your permission to set up this type of
government."
Another student stated that students
want to become part of the community.
Robert Becker, chairman of the Faculty Senate, stated that because the
new rules and regulations of the State
College Board are not yet finalized , a
delay in community government has
taken place.
Char Benson, president of the Student
Senate offered that while the rules and
regulations of the Board probably will
not be finalized until May, the Faculty
Senate should establish a committee
comprised of students, faculty, and administrators to plan community gov-

ABOVE: Rick Pfeiffer, a SCS
student speaking "only for myself" told the Faculty Senate
w h y community government
should be impli'mented. RIGHT:
Robert Becker, Faculty Senate
Chairman, gave everyone an opportunity to speak on the ques.

tion of community government
Tuseday. Students jammed the
Civic-Penney Room to ask the
Senate to consider the issue.
Roger Schaffausen photos

ernment until the finalization of the
regulations.
(Hearings are now being held on the
rules and regulations which will require a new constitution to be drawn
up and . adopted by both students and
faculty members.)
Senator Lowell Gillett offered a resolution recommending senate endorsement for the concept of a community
government and the formulation of a
constitutional revision committee. The
original motion was later separated
into two parts, allowing the senate to
vote on each part individually.
Senator Harold Lieberman challenged
the first motion, for endorsement of the
concept, stating it was out of order.
Lieberman said that this motion was
contrary to the motion adopted last
June when the senate would not endorse commufnity government.
Chairman Becker ruled that since Subcommittee K studied the community
proposal, which was recommended in
the motion last June, Gillett's resolution was in order.
Lieberman further challenged the ruling but on an 18-9 vote, the chair's ruling was upheld.
An additional motion was made to
vote on the motion to endorse the concept of community government. Before
this was voted on, however, another
motion was made to have a roll call
vote in contrast to a secret ballot. The
senate voted 21-5 to have a secret
ballot.
The senate then endorsed, by a vote
of 20-8, the concept of community government.
Following this, Senator William Nunn
queried the chair as to whether a quorum was present. Without a quorum, the
senate cannot act. No quQrum was
present and the meeting was adjourned
before action could be taken on Gillett's second motion which would establish a constitutional revision committee.
Students then sought and received
support of ten faculty senators, the
number necessary to call a special session of the Faculty Senate.
The session, which was scheduled for
yesterday, was designed to establish a
committee and determine the number
of students, faculty, and administrators
to serve on the committee.
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_Recycling
·drive starts

today
Household glass and metal
scrap for recycling will be
collected in front of Stewart
H a 11 today, 0 ff - c a mp u s
~ collection points will include
the parking lots at Crossroads
Shopping Cooter, Odenrnial
Plaza and South Junior High.
Glass should be clean, with

:;~!1a~~1: :!o~~ n~:5~l-

Opera to run May 17-22
The Metropolit8[1• Opera will
appear in Northrup Auditorium t~s spring from May 1722. Tickets can be ordered
through the college group plan
until March 12.
Ticket prices are: $17.50,
$15, $13, $10 and $5.75. The
Metropolitan Opera will bring
more than 200 singers, dancers, conductors, and musicians in sevoo fully staged
grand opera productiorris from
its Lincoln Center Opera
House.

M ••

The following is the list of
operas to be shown: Don Giovanni, May 17, 8 p.m.; Aida,
May 18, 8 p.m.; Carmen, May
19, 8 p.m.; Ma.dame Butterfly, May 20, 8 p.m.; Werther,
May 21, 8 pm.; La Perichole,
May 22, 1:30 p.m. alilld Rigoletto May 20, 8 p.m.
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Contact Thomas Abbott in
the Music Department of the
Friday, March 5, 19171
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Mn. 56301
Vol. 47, No. 38
Performing Arts Building or ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . phooe 3283 or his hvme (2510765).

USIClans appear
t O·n1g
• ht
at Newman

ties and jars. The metal ring
should be removed from the
· neck of bottles with twist-off
caps, and broken glass must
.,,. be separated according to coSCS vocal groups will per- make up the part of the prolor. ~turnable beverage bot- form during a 7 :30 p.m. con- gram presented by the·Ensemties will not he accepted.
cert today, at Newman Center. ble Class. Works by Simon
; Any kind of household metal The first half of the pro- and Garfunkel and Benjamin
scrap is acceptable. This inr gram features 16 sorriigs of Britten are amooig the six
c_ludes be~era~e, aerosol and various types from Mozart songs the Girls Choir will sing.
Conductor Don Whitsitt will
tin cans, Jar lids, bottle caps, to Simon and Garfunkel.
lead
the All-College Choir and
to?thpaste tubes , aluminum The All-College Choir will
foil and, frozen food trays. The open the evening with six se- Orchestra for Howard Harricans s?ould be flattened for lediOOliS, four by an inner son's "The Cherubic Hymn"
convement storage, but the choir and two by the full choir. arnd Benjamin Britten's "Ballabels need not be removed· William Miller is student lad -of Heroes" to complete
the program Tenor Tom Ab- Recyclization ckives are cur- director for one of the works. bott, a St. Cloud music inrently planned for the first
Compositions by Dressler, structor, is soloist for t:1e BritSaturday of every month. Dricis, Schubert and Mozart ten work.

Clinic, concert tomorrow

The Walden String Quartet
and the Chamber Brass
Players of the Minnesota Orchestra will conduct inst.ruetioo sessions and present a
concert tomorrow at SCS.
Both groups will be in St.
Cloud for the college's First
Annual Chamber Music Clinic.
The sessions, the chamber
groups' evenirrug concert and
a morning concert by St.
Cloud's Faculty Brass Qui!lltet
are free and open to the public
Purpose of the clinic is to
give high school chamber
groups a chance to perform
and study under professional
supervisioo,
coorronatoc
James Johnson of the music

department said.
The Faculty Brass Quintert
will perform works by Johann
Kessel, Victor Ewald, Jearri
Baptiste Lully and Robert
Starer at 10 a.m. in the Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall.
Brass qui!lltet members are
James Kowalsky and Thomas
Rodber g, trumpets; Shirley
Schrader, French horn, and
Roger Barett aind Kenton
Frohrip, trombones.
The string quartet, now the
quartet-in-residence at the
University of Illinois, consists
of former members of the
Clevelalilld
Orchestra. The
brass quintet, founded in 1962,
has performed hundreds of

concerts in Minnesota's ele-. mentary and secon~ary schools.
Both groups will perform
at 7 p.m. in the recital hall.
The five brass players will
play works by Gabriell,
Reiche, Maurer, Ewald, Nelhybel and ~albert. 'J'.he Walde~
(?uartet will present compos1tions by Mozart and R~vel.
The brass players rnclude
two trumpets, a French horn,
a bass trom~one and a tu~a.
~e qu1l:tet rncludes_ two v10!ins, a viola and a violoncello.

Econ final

The final exam for ecooomics 273, programmed, sootion 3, will be Wednesday,
March 17 at 10:10 a.m. in Stewart Hall 329.
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A reality!

Foilow rules

We must compliment students and faculty
attending the Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday.
For once they worked together. They" proved
that SCS could have a successful community
government.

The following statement · has been issued by
Dr. Dale Patton, vice president for student af•
fairs, concerning future concerts at SCS:
"Representatives of the student body, faculty
and administration met with President Wick
concerning problems evolving from violations
of state statutes regarding intoxicants and narcotics. Specifically considered were the consump•
tion of alcohol in Halenbeck Hall and Atwood
Center as well as the smoking problems in Hal•
enbeck Hall during pop concerts.
"President Wick re-affirmed the college position of upholding the state statutes and college
policies and recommended that appropriate action, involving the use of the civil authorities,
be taken regarding these problems. As the individual charged with the ultimate responsbility
for college property, President Wick has indicated that future concerts will be conducted on
a trial basis and that any violation regarding
smoking, drinking, or the use of narcotics will
result in the cancellation of any or all future
concerts.
"It is recognized that enforcement of these
statutes and policies is primarily a student responsibility. The continuation of concert programs on this campus will require maximum
cooperation on the part of each student."
It is unfortunate indeed, that concerts from
this time forward will be on a "trial basis." But
we feel that this is the only decision the President could make in view of the student abuse
of the facilities. It seems childish that such action must be taken but students should have
considered this before drinking and smoking
at previous concerts.
Approximately $3,000 is needed to repair the
damage done to Halenbeck Hall from previous
concerts. We agree that if this much damage is
done during other concerts, future performances
should be discontinued.
The next concert features "Crow" with this
concert deciding whether we have a Hall Havoc
and a May Daze concert. If state statutes are not
violated and if no further damage is done to Halenbeck, these .concerts may be held. If no.t, the
students can forget about them and for tl}at
matter any other concerts. We encourage stildents not to spoil a good thing.

Faculty Senate endorsed the concept of
community government, and students listened
as the concept was discussed. Faculty members
asked students to comment on community
government and explain why they favored the
idea.
Everyone listened to each other. The students did not disrupt the meeting, and the
Faculty Senate did not adjourn or ignore the
motion to drop the proposed agenda to discuss
community government.
Community government will allow for open
communication among students, faculty, and administrators. It will increase student participa•
tion in academic policies and provide for better
relationships within the college community.
Isn't it nice to know that after more than
two years of hiding, shifting, ignoring, and dis•
cussing, community government will become a
reality ni 1971?

Paper should stimulate,
not manipulate thoughts
To the Editor:
It has come to my attention through reading the
College Chronicle over the
past few weeks, that certain
members on the staff of the
Chronicle are turning around
certain facts and manipulating certain articles as to the
way they want them, in order
to influence the thinking of
the student body to their own
opinions which they feel are
right•
The Chronicle like any other
media is supposed to stimulate
thinking, not give unsupported
facts (lies) that some people
might believe.
It is my opinion that these
same people are against Inter·
collegiate athletics, that is
why they are sayi.r.ig these
things. For example, in one
Chronicle it stated that there
were approximately 100 people
involved in athletics at State,
and this is where all the
money goos to. At last count
there were some 380 men participating in all the sports.
As .to the poll on Intercol·
legiate Athletics, the questions
were so ambiguous that one
had to read them twice, . just
to see if otne read them right
the first time. And lastly, who
are you trying to kid that this
poll had no bearing on the Student Activity Committees final
decision on, spor ts. You bet
it will!

These same people are using the college paper for their
benefit to see an end to college athletics at State. I feel
that if they feel this highly
about the issue, they should
use some other instrument
to get their point across.
Therefore, if this problem
is not remediated immedi·
ately, it will be presented to
the Publication Board and
to President Wick in hopes
that they will do something
·about it•
John P. Stadden

.--------------------- ---------

Chronicle
Mlished Tuesdays and Fridays
throughout the school year except for vacation periods. Second
class postage paid at St. Cloud,
Minn. Student subscriptions taken from the student activity
fund. Mail subsniption rate is
$2.00 per quarter or $5.00 per
ac.ademic year.

l'clitor-i1-Chief............... Susa Reineke
Assteille ltlitor............... Steft 1....
it.siness .............. Mark llllllqtist
<lief Pliet..,..,."....... Jola Ptlffltl

ALTHOUGH

'IOU'/tE JUST FIIIE NINI/TES
LATE,:Z'III AFltlllO :t'II NIIV~ To GIVI VOV
A T1c1t•T If C If VIE, •• RS V OU I< NOW••• AVI.EI
AAE AULEI ,qN1' % JUST CAN 'r

Friday, March 5, 1971

BytheBy
by Steve London

As you all know "By the By" appears only on Tuesdays. Welf, today is an exception. A point must be made
"perfectly clear." If you have been reading the letters
to the editors you know what the point is.
But before I elaborate on that I would like to present
a couple of items for consideration. First, I have been
working on the Chronicle for one year, give or take a
couple weeks. Throughout that time I have assumed that
the experience acquired from this work would greatly
further my education in journalism. However, this does
not mean, as John Stadden's letter infers, that I am using
the college paper for my benefit to see an end to college
athletics at State. ·
On the contrary, I feel that my experience comes
second to the product produced. At no time do I feel
justified to become so involved with any one area on
campus that my journalistic principles are in anyway
affected by it. For example, if this were the case, I would
be the first to say that the $9,500 that you give the paper
should be given back to the Student Activities Committee
and that we should fold up the paper and allow someone
who is more objective to take over. If this pa~, or for
that matter any paper, becomes only a personality of one
or two people, it hardly has a right to exist by claiming
that it informs the college community.
,
But while informing the campus community I do
make mistakes and though you must suffer the consequences from my errors, I do try to benefit from the
criticism you give me. But since this is not m,uch ,consolation for you, I feel obligated to formally apol~gize
for my actions.
As I mentioned before, I have been working for the
paper for one year and during this time I have made
three noticeable blunders that I must regrettably take
credit for. The first involved a headline that was more
of an editorial comment than a headline; this was followed
by an editorial apologizing for the action. Tpe .second
was information that I assumed to be true which tll'fned
out to be false; followed by an apology to tpe person
involved. This brings us to the third, which took .place
in my column a week ago last Tuesday ; followed by an
apology today.
In that column I mentioned that 100 students take
part in the intercollegiate program. This is untrue and
I'm sorry for the error. The correct figure is 'a)Jo~t 380.
However, I do not feel that I was in error by saying
that intercollegiate activities get too much money. That
is my opinion and despite erroneous statistics I used, I
feel that anybody that receives such a large portion of
the budget is open to severe criticism.
But I will not dwell on this point for I feel that Dick
Dahl has explained the situation much better in the "Bull
Pen." I encourage you all to read it.

* * *

I suppose I asked for the trouble a couple weeks ago
when I said in this column that what this campus needs
is a good revolutfon. Well, we seem to be havin.g one
now on campus.
·
I refer, of course, to the group of students that, at the
time of this writing, are planning to disrupt the Faculty
Senate meeting, in hopes that their proposal for community government will be accepted.
These students feel that the Faculty Senate, those
fine individuals that bend over backwards for the students, is not responsive to the student call for reform.
I can hardly argue with this point since I have been
saying this for quite .awhile. But what I do disagree with
is the premise that in order to create a government that
calls foc cooperation you have to disrupt a meeting. Somehow this doesn't make sense.
So far I have only dealt with the students involved.
But to say that they are the only ones to blame is inane.
After all, both the Faculty Senate and the administration
on this campus have had nearly two years to act on
community government and to this date have only succeeded in sending the proposal into a number of committees.
Oh well, maybe it is just that I am tired of finding
rationale for a proposal that has been rehashed for so
long. And maybe I am seeing the same thing that I saw
two years ago when the fight was about a new Stu.dent
Senate Constitutfon. And maybe repression breeds ·confrontation and violence. And maybe the Faculty Senate
and the administration will never learn t},Js. And maybe
students will come back to my position-maybe I am
tired of finding rationale. Somewhere I hope that a couple
of ,these maybes are wrong. For if not, this college has
not advanced much in the past few years.

* * *

SHORTER ONES: One should not be worried of his
enemies; but rather of his friends ... Now you know why
I never majoced in statistics ... On this memorable date
· Julius Caesar's weatherman predicted hail during the
ruler's reign .. . Anyone for bombing Thailand?
Whatever happened to Curtis LeMay? ...
Until next Tuesday. . .
Shalom
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Teacher justification is service

Openness, truth is education goal
To the Editor:

It is the evening of Tuesday; February 23, 1971, and
I have just finished reading
for the second time the editorial page, the articles entitled
"Students Gather in Support
of Stach'' and other articles
dealing with Student Rights

Week.
It was reported that the following comments were made,
" We will discuss nothing as
long as situdents are here,"
"Our d e c i s i on to keep the
meeting closed has been reversed by power tactics," and
someone replied. that "he did
not wish to be coerced by undue pressure."
Then, I· thought of what Ryland Cary said about open honest communication: "Open
hone.st communication exists
only among equals. "Uppers"
communicate defectively to
"lowers" because they feel
no obligation to explain themselves I and because they have
certain privileges which might
be lost if revealed. "Lowers"
communicate - defectively "upward" because they have a
sense of vulnerability to coercion and exploitation because
they have learned that in crisis · blam~ is always affixed
downward, and because candor is something satisfying
to withhold -from those who
are • in a' position to demand
so much more."
Eacli person reading this
letter w;ill make their own inferences in reference to Mr.
Cary's pse of the words "up-

Faculty vote
in opinion poll
questioned
To the Editor:

Sitting in the lounge area
of Atwood, I saw a faculty
member voting in the poll
which had to do with appropriation of Student Activities
funds for athletic events.
Wondering why faculty members were being allowed to
vote on spending "our"
money, I approached the table
and attempted to discuss it
with Sue Kugler, News Editor
for the Chronicle and the person tha,t is in charge of the
polls.
I asked why. Response:
:~~1;;k:~t(ffiifee:Tt
pass for the moment. By the
way, how did you check to
see that the faculty members
didn't voite more than once
as they don't have fee ·statemens to be s:tampe,:1 as students do? "
No response. I mr 'e a value
judgment. Faculty can be
tr:usted. Stude?ts ,:an't. It was
ruce to hear 1t fro:11 a fellow
student and writer for the college paper.
I received a second response
after some prodding.
Response: "They sit on Student Activities' Budget committees. So why shouldn't they
be allowed to vote?"

per" and "lower," I interpret " lower" to mean students
as described in the statement,
"We will discuss nothing as
long as the students are here."
( Of course, the article may
have taken the comment out
of context.)
Then, on the other hand,
I read the f o 11 o w i n g comments: "I read something that
I liked very nruch. It went
something like, in time of social change, you seek, legitimacy from the people, you
serve. I would rather have
1000 students think I am rele-

is ,antithetical to education.
The progress of human affairs
is not the product of smug
satisfaction with what is, but
the joyful, even · painful, exploration of the unknown."
A teacher does this by being
loyal to the student and his
search for truth first - the
professor, second, and the college, third.
We need teachers on this
campus ·who seek legitimacy
from the people he serves (in
this case, ·peop1e is defined
to mean students).
A. Wilbur Brewer

Work is 'worth it'

Theatre majors busy
By JUDY BUSS

Karen Ostrowsky, a St.
Coud -State junior, registered
for two classes this quarter
that she knew would take 300
hours to complete.
For Miss Ostrowsky, Rich
Greshens, and Bob McGee,
all theater majors, this work
load is typical. "Audiences
rarely realize the work behind
a production," Greshens said.
"But to theater majors and
minors, it is a test of discipline and organization."
According to the three, -theater work has disadvantages
not appreciated by students
in other fields of study. "I
have 12 credits this quarter,"
Miss Ostrow.sky said, "four
of which are theater credits.
I spend five hours a day in
the theater shop, make trips
to Minneapolis to find props,
and repair sets on weekends.
The hours just add . up and
my English minor is suffering."
Producing a play demands
several deadlines. "You spend '
all of your time getting ready
for that deadline " Greshens
said. "When the play is over
there are two or three wee~
of concentrated work to meet
the requirements of other nontheater classes.
All three agree that misunderstanding among themselves
and non-theater instructors

causes additional trouble. A give -pleasure to others.
comprehensive Theater major Greshens said he is working
is 64 credits. "Because the for a B.S. degree because of
program offers so many one the .growing interest in theaand two credit courses, it ter in high schools. McGee
would take five years to com- already holds a B.A. in Teleplete without a minor," Miss vision, but is picking up Theater credits to further his own
Ostrowsky said.
"But we never use Theater knowledge of _tQe medium.
requirements as an excuse
"I don't care about the
for unfinished work in our nonmiserable hours of work and
theater classes," Greshens cramming," Miss Ostrowsky
added.
"Other instructors
said. "When the .show. is done
think we're using their classes
and the audience is · pleased,
as an easy out and that we're
it's really worth it."
not really interested in them."
In addition to the credit disposition of classes, the necessary background needed for
adequate knowledge of the
theater is time consuming.
"What we're dealing with,"
McGee said, "is the .performing arts. You have to learn To the Editor:
the tools of your trade before
you can hope to be a star."
We of Project SHARE and
Costuming, props, set de- our little brothers and sistern
sign, and lighting are a few would like to express our
of the areas a would-be actor gratitude to Alpha Phi Omega
must m~ter .. Many .stud~nts Fraternity. all the Ugly Men
try to go _1:ght m~o actmg with- ( those beautiful creatures),
out acqmrmg this background. and all those who made the
'.'But they generally bomb UMOC fund-raising drive and
out," Greshens said. "You dance so successful. Such supcan't properly use a medium port at a time of crucial need
without an understanding of has shown the campus' generall its parts."
osity to SHARE with us. Such
Miss Ostrowsky said that a responce has bridged a gap ,
she decided on a Theater ma- between college and commun~
jor because she wanted to ity and will continue to do so.
learn something which would Project S·hare

SHARE gives
thanks for -

UMOC help

By faculty members

Library closing condemned

To the Edito-r:
We wish to express our disapproval of the plan to close
the library for ~ month during spring quarter.
we find it incredible that
so little regard should be
shown for the feelings and
rights of faculty and students
on the matter of access to
books, journals, and study
spa0e.
We suspect that a better
way to make the move to the
new library can be fownd.
Other schools, the University
of Minnesota among them,
have been able to shift from
one library building to another
O · wit.bout a total suspell.$ion of
(cont. on p. 7, col. 4) library use. It would seem

p 11

vant (or whatever you want
to call it) than 1000 professors."
The only justification for
a teacher is service - a facilitator of the learning process for s t u d e n t s . This
includes openness, truth, candor, and loyalty to students.
I r e a d some where that
"Education can help people
to learn to be more open- to
their experience. A basic goal
of education itself must be
the production of increased
openness. What narrows and
rigidifies human experien-'!e

that St. Cloud State College,
with a relatively small number of library volumes, need
not suffer such a disruption
of the educational process as
is now planned.
We coniclude that our academic freedom and our right
to teach are being violated.
Airud we ask that the proposed
closing of the library not take
placeJames Lundquist
James Pollack
Jonathan Lawson
Lyle Van Pelt
James B. Anderson
Alfred E. Leja
Marvin Thompson
Ted Hansen

James Stone
Elizabeth Van Pelt
M. A. Savage
James E. O'Neill
Herve Fuyet
Armand E. Falk
John R. Bovee
Dale Peterson
William Langen
Stanley W. Liszka, Jr.
Richard 'L. Corliss
Jane Phillips
George E. Yoos
John Melton
J. Escalas
P. E. Cairns
Ruth Thompson
Don H. Otto
Wayne Tosh
John R yla.nder
Paul H. Vaughter,

by Rick Mitz
( Editor's note: The Chronicle has acquire<! a new
column entitled "It's the Right Time," written by Rick
Mitz, University .of Minnesota journalism student. The
column today was written to help you acquaint yourself
with Rick. Future columns will deal with the "contem•
porary" campus scene.)

The Me Everbody Knows
Rick Mitz is a cross between Peter Pan, Lassie, The
Wizard of Oz, Sherlock Holmes, Sancho Panza, and you.
He is full of contradicting anxieties and nervous con- ·
fusion. During the course of our interview, which lasted
more than 21 years, he talked about everything from his
college career ( "I've majored in everything from journalism, English and humanities to nothing.") his writing
experiences ( "I'm really very talented, but I can't
write.") , his personal life ("None of your business.")
to his reluctance to be interviewed ( "I normally don't
let anyone interview me-that's my game-but ymr look
like an honest guy.")
Rick a senior at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis,' comes from what he terms "a sicke~gly affluent suburb" in Milwaukee. He· came to Mmnesota
"because it seemed like the logical place to go after
Milwaukee." And where will he go next? "I dunno.
Back to Milwaukee."
So sadly waving good-bye to his high school ( "which
I ha~."), he came to the University of Minnesota
where he got involved in student government for a year.
Since then he's been a writer and an editor for the
Minnesota 'Daily and has lived in about five -different
apartments. "I get bored ve!y qui~kly-with the same
apartment, with the same Job, with th~ same _-me. I
tried to change things a lot so I wouldn t get bred of
things. One day I'd wear a black suit and tie-like the
day Bert Lahr died-and another day I'd wear one of
my Salvation Army outfits. I chang_e my und~rwear
least five times a day. I get bored with everything fast,
he said, yawning.
"I don't know how to write," he replies when asked
how he manages, once a week, t~ turn out . columnssometimes funny, sometimes touching, sometimes good,
sometimes bad-that are published in college newspapers all over the country.
. .
"I mean-well, I get an idea and then I let 1t sit
there in IIJ.Y head for a while-anywhere fr~m an hour
to to forever. And then just before the deadline I try to
~ite it and usually can't, but I do anyway. Or I don't."
"Hey-why are you asking me all these questions?
Are you from the CIA or something? Who are you?"
Not knowing how to answer those_questions, I th?u_ght
it would be best to ask him who he IS or was or will be
or won't be.
'~Who am I? What kind of question is that? I'm whoever you want me to be .. I'm sort of a cross between
Peter Pan Lassie, The Wizard of Oz, Sherlock Holmes,
,
Sancho Panza,
and y ou. "
Rick describes himself as the the "typical-normalaverage-token:student."
.
. , .
"I please everyone " Rick says. "My hair s Just
the right length. My !lfades are okay. I'm fairly productive. I look kind of clean-cut, and yet manage to look
acceptably scruffy. I use deodorant, mouthwash, all
the leading brands-the whole bit. I'm peripheral-I
fit into all groups, and yet really ?on't fi~ in a~y. ;~.d?lts
like me. Little kids like me. Radicals think I ~ R1~ht
On" conservatives think I'm okay, old ladies think !'~ cute, policemen think I'm a credit. Everyone
likes me."
·
"I don't like you," I told him , "if that makes any
difference."
He smiled and looked at me. "Listen," he said. I
write this column see. And you seem like a pretty interesting guy, yo~ know? Maybe I could inte~~iew _you
sometime for the column. What do you say?
"Sure. Yeah," I told him. "That would be okay. "
" Great, Listen-I gotta run," he said, writing something on a slip of paper. "Gotta run downtown and
buy a tennis sweater. Here's my phone number-call
me sometime and we'll arrange something." And then
he scooted off.
I looked down at the piece of paper. On it was a
phone number-my phone number. I looked off in the
distance and watched him run after a bus marked
"Downtown," his short legs flying as he ran, his hairjust the Right Length-blowing in the wind.
I kind of. like_him. He reminds me a lot ~f me.

~!
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Gertrude Stein lives
and applies today
portrait of her, Alice related.
At that time no one liked the
portrait but -the painter amid
the painted, but Picasso said,
"Everyone says she doesn't
look like it, but it d o e s n ' t
make any d i ff e r e n c e ,
she will."
The painttng showed the
strain betweoo the old style
and the beginning cubism,
and amazingly, Nancy Cole
said, the picture did resemble Gertrude when she was
older.
At the receptioo: following
the show , Nancy Cole explained that she got the idea
for the presentation in 1964.
She uses the author's works
and builds from there, often
relating quotatioos and experiences taken from people who
knew Gertrude Stein.

"Yes," was the answer. "Because there are so many soldiers in them." Nancy Cole
explained that she portrays
Gertrude as the warm and
positive person her friends
describe her as being.
One girl from St. Paul who
saw the show in Edinburgh,
Scotland traveled to St. Cloud
to see a repeat performance.
Commenting on the s m a 11
audience, Nancy Cole said
that such "small pockets"_
are the secrets to Gertrude'swidening fame. "The Gertrude
Stein fever is contagious,"
said her impersonator. "She
was ahead of her time, and
her time is now."
According to Miss Cole, part
of Gertrude Stein's current
application is the many phrases in her writings that deal
with being. "You don't get
better when you grow older,

Stein

SPAN meeting planned
An ·information meeting of
the SPAN (Student Project
for Amnity Among Nations)
organization will be held
Tuesday, from 10 a.m. to 12
noon iini the Civic Room of

Atwood.
All interested students are
welcome to bring questions
conicemiillig SPAN. Slides will
be shown by students who
visited Equador, Yugoslavia,
and Senegal last year.
The SPAN organization soon

to perform
Teachers union
supports Stach
unanimously

I

"JERICHO HARP
Playing this Saturday
March 6-·8: 30- 12: 30
The "saloon on fifth avenue" would like to show you what
we think you would like in ·a saloon. Relax in beautiful
atmosphere. Co~e down and enjoy the ...

GRAND

M;\NTEL
·BAR

"Saloon" on fifth ave.

Local 561 of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFLCIO) has voted unanimously
to support Alex Stach in his
fight to retain his reaching
position at St. Cloud.
Dissatisfied with the manner
in which the Stach case has
been handled, the Unioo has
adopted the following resolution:
"We, the members of Local
561 of the American Federaation of Teachers, believe that
the rationale of the SociologyAnthropology Department for
the non-retention of Alex Stach
on the reaching staff of St.
Cloud State College is not comvincing and that the procedures followed in the case were
unfair."

Twenty - one St. Cloud State
students will perform during
two student . recitals Monday
in the Performing Arts Recital Hall.
Performers at 7 p.m. are
Mark Ochu, organ; Sandra
Johnson, contralto; Craig Mesenbring, trumpet; Byron Perfine, baritone; Frances Brand,
viola; and Julie Wayne Carpenter, soprano.
The Clarinet Choir will prestmt three works with student
conductors Susan Hendricksoo, Jeanette Kruchten a~d
Nancy Alm.

Students fear
V.D. health test

Though tests are given free
and the cure is relatively simpie wheru caught at ain early
stage, students are reluctant
to use the facilities available
at the St- Cloud State Health
Service for treatment of
venereal disease.
Ramona Yt.nger, head nmse
and supervisor at the Health
Service, said that only one
positive case had been treated
there all year. " We know it
exists more oo this campus,
but there is a miscalculated
Soloists for the 8 p.m- pro- fear cm the student's part that
gram are Jeff Munsch, or- records here are not confiden~
gan; Ronald Hertel, tenor; tial, that parents and others
Pat Strassburg, piano and will be informed," she added.
Jeanne Dalen, clarinet.
According to Yunger, the
A brass quintet will perform fear has grown out of an oldtwo selections. Members are fashioned attitude about a
Linda Hultgren,
trumpet; "dirty disease." Today, she
.
.
Eugene Rivard,
trumpet;
explam~, th~ He~th ~rvice
Sandy Major, horn; St.even works
m conJunction with the
Angell, trombone; and Paul other Stare College Heal th
Mahowald, tuba.
Services under the Minnesota
Department of Health.
The tests given for gonorrhea a:nd syphilis are free and
given at any time to any student. They are then evaluated
by lab technicians m the Department of Health. A positive
sign of either disease is then
reported back to the service.
"By law," she said, "each
case of venereal disease is
to be followed up by the department·" This entails, in
,complete secrecy, a department official calling on the
.. patient (student) and offeriin,g

CROW
is coming

with
Miss January of

PLAYBOY

aid in informing sex partners
"discreetly," she added, and
giving information on a cure.
Though this is done for signs
of syphilis, the widespread
presence of gonorrhea makes
follow-up "impossible" any'
more, Yooger explained. Instead, the procedure for giving out the necessary information and the cure is done
solely through the college service.
"Caught early, the cure is
a simple series of antibiotics,
slightly different with each
disease," she said. "But the
important thing is to catch,...
it."
Describing the symptoms
of each disease, Yunger explained one difficulty f o r '"'
women. Though sores ( called
chancres) appear, usually at"
the place of entrance of the
germ after ten to 90 days for
syphilis they are often un..
noticeable by a woman. This
is also true for gonorrhea ;
because although the man ex:,
periences a burning when he ~
urinates withm a few days 7'
to a week after he has con-.,.~
tracted it, a woman "almost
never notices any pain or
other signs."
"Venereal disease is not
to be feared aniymore," she
said, "but its presence must
be realized- If not caught, it
presents serious difficulties
later iin, ::.ife, such as blin
ness, deafness, sterility and ::,,
much discomfort."
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The Office of Student Affairs
no longer exists at the University of Iowa. It was replaced this year by a much
broader
orga:ndzativn,
the
Student Development Center.
This new center is trying
to respond realistically to student criticism of the traditional university organization.
The Student Development Ceru- ter, located in the Iowa
Memorial Union, is intend€".
to help students get the extr c1curricular assistance they want
from the University, chiefly by
centralizing and coordinating
existing service to make them
more accessible and more responsive to students.

Student Aff_airs
Office changed
at Iowa City
Philip G· Hubbard, viceprovost for student affairs
and dean of academic affaris,
is responsible for organizing
the Student Development Center and tying it in with other
services and academic programs. A Co-Curricular Council with
student and faculty members
is bei111g organized to advise
Hubbard and help develop
new policies and programs to
meet student needs.
-"Although, personal counseling is the backbone of a successful Student Development

Center," Hubbard said,
"many other forms of services
will be provided. Retreats,
symposia, teach-ins, plays,
and recitals will be sponsored,
often iJn cooperation with the
Committee (Jilli Cultural Affairs, the Action Studies Program, the Afro-American Ceruter and the academic departments.
The job of enforcing University regulations had put
the Office of Student Affairs
in the dual role of defender
and · prosecutor of students.
This problem will not be transferred to the Student Development Center.
Hubbard said mforcement
of Um.versity regulations will
be handled now by the provost's office. Hubbard is a
key member of the University's central administration
and has been directly involved
with students, their problems
and complaints.
In a report on the reorganization of student services,
Hubbard commented on the
Uillderlying problems which
the new Student Development
Center seeks to answer·
"Although most students are
reasonably satisfied with what
we have to offer," he s_aid iin
his report, "maniy o: the finest
students at the University are
highly critical of their· educational experience because they
believe that their studies are
not preparing 'them adequateiy
for what thy pe:rc~ive to be
their obligations to the greater
society.
"These students appreciate
the value of courses which
_develop their ability to analyze
and criticize, enrich their back•
ground of knowledge, sharpen
their ability to communicate
effectively, and _e,q>00e them

to a wide spectrum of concepts and opinions.
"However, they are repelled
by the lack of opportunities
to synthesize and integrate
their knowledge in pursuit
of immediate, concrete objectives. Other students are discontenited because none of the
available majors seems designed for their particular interests, with the result that
they shop from one major to
another in search of inspiration.
''This group may very well
fi,nd that the recently instituted Bachelor of General
Studies degree will provide
the flexibility they desire.
However, this same flexibility will place a greater emphasis on thoughtful advice from
qualified counselors as well
as requiring constant review
of each program as the student proceeds toward graduatioo.
"Testing his or her skills
in an extra-curricular project
might have value in providing
perspective for this refinement
process. Still another group
of students has no particular
complaint about the curriculum-in fact, they may be
quite successful as students
-but they want opportunities
to develop - other pha8€S of
their personaliti~.
"Social and political activities provide healthy - outlets
in pursuit of worthwhile objectives, and may be a welcome change of pace''This group includes some;
of course, who find these extra-curricular activities more
rewarding than the formal
courses. It is essential that
a wide range of opti~ns be .
provided as outlets for their
creative tlllents.
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"These students needs are
well understood by mooy people in the University. Steps
have been taken to meet them
by providing opportuniities for
both students aind faculty to
exercise more initiative in
suggesting new courses and
e~perimeniting with new ideas.
"The Action Studies Program, for example, permits
students to ntiate and some-times teach new study groups,
and gives faculty members
an opportunity to develop new
material in coope!"ation with
students.
"Comments made by students involved in disruptive
activities indicate that many
of them are not necessarily
committed to radical actionoutside the established channels-but they are unaware
of any effective alternatives for pursuing their goals
within! those chamels.
"This is all too freque,itly
due to a failure by the University to provide enough effective alternatives and to
bring them to the attention
of students and faculty whose
consciences will not permit
them to stood silent.
"They are often miserably
unhappy because of their inability to i:rnfluence events and
conditions and will follow the
Pied Piper in desperation if
they cannot hear another tune.
Students should not be placed
in a position where they feel
compelled to put their future
in jeopardy in order to satisfy
their oonsciences• _
"Those of us who have more
experience and understand
their objectives have an obligation to provide effective
alternatives, and to cooperate
with those who_ are ' willing
to , utilize acceptable tactics."

(cont. from p. 4)
just different and . older," is
an example.
"Would I still be Rose if
my nal:ne were not Rose,"
and her "Rose is a rose is a
rose is a rose" statements
demonstrate t h e existential
concern of existence and essence. She also pointed to new
developments in art, as was
shown when Gertrude said,
"I saw from the airplane, the
lines of cubism before any
artist had seen them from a
plane.' Describing the contemporary artist, she says "He
understands what is contemporary before the contemporary
know it is contemporary.''
Throughout the show, the
words, thoughts and philosophies of Gertrude float across
the time into the present. Gertrude,
the
impersonated
friends explained, believed rn
the continuous present and
wrote that way.
The show was an aesthetic
experience. One woman turned
the stage alive with people
in our continuous present. Alice B. Toklas, Hemmingway,
Picasso, Matisse . . .
Gertrude Stein belongs to
this century and Nancy Cole
is communicating the genius
of Gertrude in her grace and
c h a r m . As Gertrude Stein
says, "I believe in the sacred
rites of communication, even
if its a monologue."
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·1F YOU'VE GOT
THE-BREAD ..• .

-In education

TAKE A
LOOK AT •.•

Foreigners face problems
By BRUCE ABBE

Lif·e isn't easy for the college student these days.
Competition withlni college is
stiff while social acceptance
and understanding by the noncollege community is often
very low. Perhaps we would
feel easier if we learned of
the problems facing college
students in foreign coUilltries.
Three St. Cloud State foreig1n
students described student life
in t h e i r countries. Youishi
Asami is a freshman f r o m
Tokyo, Japan. Kamal - Slim
is a sophomore from Beirut,
Lebanon. Stepha!llo Pietzsch,
a sophomore from Madrid
Spain, also went to school in
Germany for four years.
"Competitio!l is a major
factor in Japanese life and
education," said
Asami.
"Without a college degree,
r
it is very difficult to find a
job. More thalll: 60 per rcent
of the students go to college."
The most difficult part of college, according to Asami, is
getting into a good ()Ille, amd
~ not in actually graduating.
Before enitering college you
must take a tough entry test.
If you pass, you must then
wait a year during which most
students take a course in
studying and preparatio.rn, before actually entering college- There is great competition for the better colleges
and universities which would
-.. assure one of a good job later.
~
Slim believed college to be
more difficult il1l Lebanon than

here. "Staying iin college is
hard " he said -"students
study from five to six hours
a day. The waiting list to get
in college is long aind jobs are
scarce." Political backing is
needed to get a good job in
Lebanon according to Slim.
American colleges in Lebanon
operate on a semester system,
much as they do here, but the
F r e n c h and Lebanese colleges have yearly programs
with one test at the end of
each year. If you fail you have
to repeat the year.
Germany has a diverse educational system. When a stu-ent is 10 years old he must
choose which high school he
will attend- There are three
types of schools and only the
most privileged studer.its can
attend the best, the "Oberschule". To enter a college
or university a student must
have graduated from the

"Oberschule". Few students
go to technical and engineering, or vocationial schools accordinig to Pietzsch.
Education is not required
in Spain. Those rich enough,
said Pietzsch, can attend the
"Bachillerato" which is similar to high school. To go to
college a student must spend
a year studying for ailJ entryexamin,ation- "He is fortunate
if the college will accept him,"
he said.
"Waiting lists are long to
get info Spain's colleges, and
within the colleges, high and
often useless standards exist,"
said Pieitzsch. "The standards,
set by the professors, are useless because students strive

Students
(cont. on p. 5, col. 4)

EVERYTHING FROM
Magazines to Mozzarella
Beer to Beauty Supplies
Panty Hose to Pizza
SF.il.lTI'FAtf$. -q.-

(t.O

11. GiiOCEIO'

Open 7 days a week

7 a.m.- l l p.m.
l 7l 9-3rd St. No.
Delivery Service

251-7890
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OVER ...
TODAY ...

- Academy Award
7
Nominations
BEST PICTURE * BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS* BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

Ali Mac&raw • Ryan O'Neal

.

III
OAKS Ill is not for every college student, not everyone can swing the rent.
But if you're looking for a new roost
and can afford it...OAKS Ill is for you!
Located close to campus-no more
parking problems or tickets-each
apartment has two bedrooms, a
study, fully equipped kitch_en, large,
living area, and more than enough
off-st~eet parking.
We're not trying to put you on. W
wont you to stop by and see for
yourself all of the advantages OAKS
Ill has to offer.

So, if you've got it . . . spend it for
better living at OAKS Ill .

Make an appointment today by
colling 253-4422 or contact: _

Steve

Flaherty

Apt.# 16
OAKS Ill

1515-6tlt Ave. So.
St. Cloud, Minnesota
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White · House
•
WlllS forfeits

BULL
Pen

J,immy Caras

Billiard expert to appear
Jimmy C a r a s , five-time
World's Pocket Billiard Champion, will appear Tuesday in
a billiard exbibitioo at the Atwood Games Area.
The Brunswick billiard expert will first demonstrate
billiard fundamentals, a n d
conclude with an exhibition
demonstration of his skill and
trick shots. After the exhibition, he will give per5()11lial i!n'structioo to those who request
it.
At 17, Caras earned the title

o~ "Boy WoITTder of the Billiard
World" by defeating Ralph
Greenleaf in an exhibition
match in 1927. Greenleaf was
then world billiard champion.
fu 1936 '38 '39 and '40 he
won the' W~rld'~ Champion
Pocket Billiards title. In 1967
he captured the U. S. Pocket
Billiards Championship for
his fifth title.. He shares in
the world's record high run
of 127. Caras' trick shots were
used in two movies made by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

By WAYNE COOK

I, for one, will never forget the Great Jock Fiasco of
1971 - and no, I'm not belittling the athletic department
for coming out to vote on the opinion poll. I figured they
would.
When I was a bubble-gummer the Animals had a
record out called "Please Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood." That phrase describes the frame of mind I was
in when I wrote a column two weeks ago when I dawdled
with ngures, percentages, money amounts, etc. having
.to do with athletics.
If you se1f-righteous young athletes will go back and
read that column for what it says you will find that I did
draw a conclusion; the conclusion being that intr.amuraJs
deserve more.
Wha,t did I conclude about intercollegiate athletics?
Absolutely nothing. ·The figures won't allow me to do so,
because for two things, St. Cloud State is certainly not
unique in the money it spends on sports as compared
with other colleges and the amount spent is about equitable with the number of students who are in athletics or
watch athletics.
I think the people who read that column did understand what I said at the time because I received no negative feedback that Friday, nor all weekend, nor the follow1!t ~~a~algesic, was there some noise Tuesday!
I guess other editorial .comment probably had something
to <lo with it, but I'm sure there were two other reasons.
First, there was an announcement that the next
Chronicle opinion poll would concern cutting intercollegiate athl€ti:c funds as a topic. I can understand the ire of
this group concerning losing a good thing it has going for
itself. More power to the jocks for turning out.
However, there was something else in that issue that
had to do with angering the people connected with the
athletic department. There was a full-page spread on intramurals. The normal two pages of intercollegiate men's
news was •cut in half. Don't quote me, but maybe the
jocks are a little fat from getting a little too much.

When a mens' intramural
basketball team uses all the
players available for a game,
one can either expect a large
or small roster leading to
some a w f u u y "fresh" or
"worn-out" performers.
The WHITE HOUSE falls
into the latter group, with only
about six or so showing up
regularly. But it's quality and
not quantity that counts, when,ever a . foe appears to give
them the chooce to prove it.
· So far just two of seven have
(excluding Thursday), losi:nig
decisively (l34-73 and 72-40)
to last year's third top squad.

Gymnasts en
home season

d

here tonight

The SCS gymnastics squad
will close out the home season
tolil!ight when Mankato State
invades Haloobeck f-or a 7:30
p.m• meet.
The Huskies have dropped
four dual meets in a row, the
Jatest being a 140-132 setback
to La.Crosse (Wis.) State last
weekend, to drop their record
to 6-5.
"We were extremely clisappointed in the loss," ·Coach
Arlyrn Anderson said. "They
had an outstanding team, and
we gave them a good run. We
were ~~happy that we had
to lose. .
.
. ,
Following this evenmgs
competition, the Huskies' next
·
(cont· on P· 7, col. 1}
action will be ag~t Northern
,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. Iowa at Cedar Rapids.

The Bull Pen

HE L.D~ _________
OVER NOW 2ND WK.
They're teaming fast...

Women
•
cagers win

TIIE

SlllDENT NURSES

And the core of the lineup,
guards Jim Ridgeway and
Bob Hokkanen allld center Bob
.Lebans, are back to improve
Oill a 13-1 record and get the
tourney title oow• Terry Doe
has transferred to the varsity
while Steve Strandemo, Chuck
MorgM, Mike Arnold, Paul
Trewick and Dan Warnberg
have been graduated from
it.
.
That quintet of NIC-champ
Huskies was target for preseason publicity, which constantly scares away oppoo~ts
from coach Reid Hans' unit.
A top reserve in the mtercollegiate sport then, Ed Waltman is assistant mentor now.
"They don't always show
up, because of city league
action conflicting most of the
time," said Hans of his' topnotch seconc stringers and
bench. "When they do, we
don't need them."
Thanks to the high .scoring,
pressimg and ball-stealing of
5,9 backcourters Ridgeway (25
ppg) and Hokkanen (20), plus
the board-clearing of 6'7 Leboos (15 rebounds avg.) ~
6,2 forwards Mark Brenden
(l2 ) and Tom Nelson (10),
the White House has had its
going easy so far-and probably will in the five-dub VII
league until the 32-team tournammt commences early iin
the spriing.
Coach Haims would like to
see less forfeit wins and more
large point differences resulting from a b.,P.-hawki:nig, tight
man-to-man pressure defense.
"We can't wait to get illlto
more games before ~
tourney and another shot at
the Wild Bunch" · he said._
"They beat us hi the semf-fi,rnals in a close conit:est aind
went on to take second behind the Gazelles. We were
shooting for the trophy last
year and hope to get it this
time."

.Doctors'
Wives
have
everything.
Erccept
husbands.

The SCS Women's Intercollegiate basketball t e a m ~ creased its record to 3-4 with
a wilil over the University of
Minnesota-M o r r is Monday
night. High s c o r e r for St.
Cloud was Nancy Way with
12 p o i n t s , followed by Sue
Lambert a:nd Mary LaVasseur with ·11 apiece.
The team will be in Moorhead this weekend rompeting
in the Minnesota Northefn
Region Tournament.

ABOG backs
FROM A
BESTSELLER

by
FRANKG.
SLAUGHTER

.

COMING
SOON

"HUSBAND"
JOHN CASSAVEJJES

PETER FALK
BEN GAZZARA
STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 12
"MY FAIR LACY" SEE SEP. AD.
COMING SOON-DUSTIN HOFFMAN IN "LITTLE BIGMAN"

hockey trip
ABOG is sponsoring a trip
to the Minnesota North StarsSt Louis Blues hocke:1 game
on Wednesday, March 10. The
cost is $4, ain,d this includes
game ticket and round trfp
trainsportation. The bus WM
leave Atwood at 5:45 p.~Tickets may be obtained at
the Atwood main desk or on
the ABOG office in Atwood.

Chronicle
Classifieds
Sell
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Attention 1-M · Captains!

enters NIC

Anyway, I lost every friend in the athletic department
I had. I was called names,and worse things. I was asked
Turn in results to the Chronicle office in Atwood by 12-noon
by three jocks if I formulated the opinion poll. I said no
The
St.
Cloud
State
swimon the day following you.r-, team's games. This is for men and
because I didn't, but that I had probably gotten the idea
ming team travels to Southgoing two weeks before when I wrote a column on the
women in all intramural sports. rnclude score, scoring summawest State at Marshall today
·guy who is circulating · an anti-intercollegiate athletic
and
tomorrow
for
the
Northries (if any), team record, and generat comments.- It will be
petition. Later I heard that I had contradicted myself
ern Intercollegiate Conference
aoo that I was really the one behind the poll. Apparent- swimming
printed.
championships.
ly they do not listen.
The
Huskies
lost
their
final
I was asked by one of the ·teacoors in ,the physical
'
dual meet - of the season to
education department if I had ever played on an athletic
LaCrosse (Wis.l State last
team. The answer is that I won nine letters in high
weekend, 65-47, to drop their
school 3D? played baseball for SCS my freshman year,
se~01~ record to 3-11. On this (cont. from p 5)
plus playmg summer amateur baseball since I was 14.
basis it would appear that the
·
•
He asked me why I didn't continue with baseball here.
scs tankers have - a slim only · to meet the standards tica.l activities ar~ important in Europe often cooperate and
~he answer is that I got a sore arm and was wasting my
t.o the student. llil: the last 10 work for the· same goals.
t1me -(and the team's.). Last week I was hearing that I · chance of improving on last and not to learn."
year's
third
place
fimdsh
"in
College
classes
iin
Spain
and
years
Japanese students have Campus social life in
got cut from the team my freshman year and was getthe cOiliference championships· Germany are very large, the become much more involved Lebanon is quite like it is here,
, ting even with the athletic department foc it.
"Ol>viously we are . disa:(>- professors. give str3!ght
in politics, according t.o said Slim. Dances and other
First of aµ I didn't get cut (I played the whole year),
and second - why would I wait three years to knock the . pointed in our season," Coach !~e . wit~out: . discussion. Asami. "Now perhaps 10 per activities are held every week,
Rufus Wilson said. "We- just Stud~g JS. ~erent from cent of the students are com- most students stay in dormiathletic department? I've got no grudge ag~t the basedid not have enough depth ~re,. ~ that 1t IS m?;~ on ~ munists," -he said.
t<,ries on campus.
ball team. I took the southern trip with the team that
year and enjoyed thick steaks and booze- (bought by
to do well. We hope to surprise 1 1:1 d 1 vi d ~ a I basJS ' said Political activities are a
"Jar,~~ colleges_ ar7, ';ery
players) as much as the- next man. It was my fault I
a few people. in the conference P1Ebsch, ~ a s t ~ ~ strong point in the Lebanese large'. . said . Asar~u, ' smc~
meet and take some of the help he can t see his profes t dents lif
.d Sli
p Ii there are no dormitor,es stu
didn't make it.
The fact is, the jocks are right. I don't especially
sting out of ·our regular sea- sorf, only han assis~ if the ~~al invol:~~!:.t is m~goni: dents stay at home, and a
,.
pro essor as any
close knit college community
care for intercollegiate sports. I'll tell you why and how .
son results ·
.
In all f th
· tti
Ii fied by the Mideast crisis, but
I've developed this attitude.
Freestyle entries for the _
o e coun es po - other world affairs are of con- doesn't exist." Clubs have. b&
1'm the first t.o, admit that sports is a lot of fun, and
Huskies will include Steve
cern to the students- In come very popular for makint
Howard , Dan Moulton, Jim · O
and :Students.
getting together
even fun to watch. ·However, I'm tired of hearing of this
________ Lebanon, "students don't · get friends
.vith other
Colleget
idea of "school honor." It almost seems as though our
Sand, Tooy Upkes, Mark
involved in crinking a smokoutrageous emphasis on school-versus-school sports is a
Ammend, Dale Palmer, and (cont. from p. 3)
in -: grass as much as they in Spain aoo Germany are
D
E t
much the i,ame as in Japan
training ground for our country's imperia:listic tendencies
ave as mam:.
M
. l . "l'f!l.-~get involved in socia_ prob- m· this respect, acco··-·Hnn to
- which I happen to disagree with.
B
tt
rfl
t
·
will
be
Y
rep
Y
·
. 1 1 ~ presence I
"
h
·
d
\.U.1"5
. u e Y . en nes
on these committees was the ems,
e sru ,
Pietzsch. Students •get
an
· I'm tired of hearing that a school's athletic depairtRick Schwanker ~ Upkes. ,first inequality~ Why should In Spain •and Germany stu- apartment, simply a room .
. merit says something for its academics. That's absolute
The backstroke will be- han- we compound iit by increasing dents are equally involved or stay at home. The classes
crap:
·
dled by Eastmain, and the their powe:r?"'
in politics and world affairs are very large, he said, you
I'm tired of seeing things like cheerleaders jumping
breaststroke by Gary Soder,
.
as elsewhere. Pietzsch pointed don't get to know as many
for joy when a talented opposing basketball-player picks
Dave Woodward, John Ferm . In conclusion: We lack a out that students airud workers people as yot: do here.
up his fifth foul and has to sit down.
and Mark Feely.
basic · concern for ourselves
I'm tired of hearing the old rhetoric about values in
iii
s;Ss-s SSSSS I $$$$$$$$$$
The divers ·will be Bill Han- as stucfents. We deny t.o ourlife that can be learned from participating in intercollegison and Lanny Saumer.
selves that we should have
ates. As far as I can s~, theres nothing unique about
complete control over anyintercollegiate sports that is any different than any other
thing. We seek assistance from
group in teaching one how to get along in life. In fact,
thooe that control us. But we
I don't think it's as good as other groups because who
don't see ourselves as commakes the decisions? The coach. The player is a proplete human beings. We degrammed object.
· I'm tired of trying to justify intercollegiate sports in
mand a position of subser:v my mind. When I heard of the irrational action of our
vience. We know we can't be
jocks last week I knew it was time for a positive separtrusted. Only "they" can. ConMIY DAY LOW, LOW PRICB
ation of myself and the athletic department. Oh, maybe
The Mankato State women's gra~tions, college's tomorif I were a jock I wouldn't think this way,, but then
intercollegiate
badminton ~w s robots are almost ready
again I'm not getting paid to play ball. The average
327-5th Ave. So., St. Cloud
team downed the SCS.women's to go.
jock here gets $50 a year. Some get none. Some get
team
7-5
in
a
dual
meet
last
Larry
Kevin
Mc;Namara
- much more.
·
Wednesday.
We've gotten feedback that the athletes feel that the
The SL Cloud second team
Chronicle is poisoning the minds of the student body with
of
Marcia Thompson and
our stapd. The truth is, we are reflecting an opinion that
Kathy Rolf won . their match
is widely held on this campus. I know that most people
in three games, as did the
don't give a damn about intercollegiate sports. I think
third team of Gayle Klein and
it's because they've got more important things to do.
Marcia Michels.
I can't help but ll!lagine what the ideal college sports
Winners in the singles
program would be like. lts ingredients would include,
events for St. Cloud included
among other things, great enthusiasm by everybody. It
Paula Lindgren, Vicki Wegewould be a system where I would never have to hear a
wood and Susie Otis.
jock talk about "those goddam dirty longhaired bas~ tards," as I've heard. It would be a system where there
would be no intercollegiate program to detract from or
interfere with a College Sports Program.
-MinnesotaAs you might have guessed, this is the last Bull Pen.
I will no longer be sports editor beginning spring quarter.
-MIDWEST, WEST, ALASKA- ·
it;
So long, and get a good rest over quarter break .
-CANADA, HAWAIIIt's gonna be hot - and I'm not referring to sports or
-;
the weather.
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College Placements
We think the teacher surplus is highly exagerated for -those who can consider leaving the T. C. area. You
wjf} have a ~acancy list individually tailored to your·
needs the m sfant you register with us. Contact
us-and take a look. Open Sat 'til noon.
Come, call or write
Registered Placement Counselor

CECELIA GOSLIN, MGR.
Western Teachers Exch . .
2 l 5 Plymouth Bldg., Mpls. -332-8604
·
Member of N.A. T.A.
Mpls. Ch~mber·of Commerce
...,.

ROOMS
CA air conclitioned housing
for girls. Spring and summer.
252-3348 after 3.
ROOM AND BOARD, men, 3
square meals a day, 3 blocks
from campus, available spring
quarter, $15 a week, contact
Dick Dahl at Chronicle office
or call 2449.
ROOMS 4 girls spring qtr.,
506 5th Ave. So. 253-1949 after
5 p.m. Ron.
VACANCY spring qtr. girls
CA 1 blk. from campus, $108.
252-2215.
·
1 MALE to share 4 bdrm.
house with 3 others. $40 per
mo. 252-8084.
WANTE D 2 girls board room
exchang,e light housekeeping
duties. Sauk Rapids 252-2289.
2 VACANCIES for girls spring
qtr. close to campus, kitchen
facilities, come or call after
4:30, 251-2678, 411 5th Ave. So.
VACANC Y: women close to
college, kitchen, laundry,
lounge. 252-4876.
CA WOMEN housing. Inquire
626 6th Ave. So., 252-9226.
CA HOUSING for girls close
to campus, 251-9177.
ROOM for rent for 2 mature
men or women (will rent singly for teacher) . Call 251-1721
between 5 & 7.
VACANCY, boys, spr. qtr.,
252-2134.
ROOMS for women. 327 4th
Ave. So. Call Sue, 251-7404 or
Mary 253-3379.
CA WOMEN's housing .
Inquire 702 4th Ave. So. 2510314. ,
3 VACANCIES for girls, spring
qtr., light housekeeping, reasonable. 723 5th Ave. So. 2515322.
BASEMENT APT. for · girls,
spring qtr. , light housekeeping,
BASEMENT APT. for 2 males,
bdrm., living room, cooking
facilities . 252-8675.
LARGE, nice room, 3 or 4 women, open spring qtr. 252-4876.
CA APT. for 2 girls. 1012 6th
Ave. So. 251-4795.
MALE, unapproved, kitchen
fac. Call 252-1797 .after 6, or
stop in at 328 4th Ave. S.

0

ence and current activities,
or call between 9 · and 1 p.m.
d&ily at 332-3710.
·
CHICK 23 wants roommate
for 1 bdrm. upstairs apt., spr.
qtr. Prefer college student,
over 21, who likes cats. Call
253-2259 before 4 p.m.
_APT. for 3 girls, spring qtr.,
close to college. 253-3823.
DRUMMER. Call Joe 253-1135.
FOR SALE
1966 GTO, great shape, call
251-7935 and ask for Larry.
6 PIECE modern living room
furn. ex. cond. reasonable.
252-0846:
'57 CADILLAC, runs good,
$75. 363-8855.
'65 CHEV. 327, 4 speed. Needs
rear end work, $400 or best
offer.
SKIIS - Hart XXL, with marker bindirngs 210 cm. Al s o
Rosemount boots size 12, 2
yrs. old. Call 252-9568 after
5.
VW 1 9 7 o, radio, with snow
tires, 15,000 miles, ex. coirud.
Call 252-9568.
1968 OPEL KADETT, 2 door
sport coupe, ex. c001.d. Call
Milaca 983-6456.
SKI IS & boots $50. Clyde 25196.J.5.
ATTENTION
INFLATION not at the Broadway, still 6 beers for a buck.
NEARLY WEDS! See your
ring leader - Feiler Jewelers.
LOST: sunglasses in green
and black case. Vicinity of
Brown Hall, 253-3189.
WILL DO typing for students,
251-0421.
BEER FREE? Yes! We've
added ainother room to give
away all that free beer. Broadway in Sauk Rapids, every
3rd beer free!
GIRLS! Do you need $20, $40,
$60 or more a week to help
?ay for colle~e, rent, food or
Just a good tune. Call Bob or
Rita Seutter, 251-7890. .
TYPING themes etc. 1in my
home. 252-1813.
FOR RENT, doub1e or single
garage. Available now. Close
to campus. Call 255-3751. Ask
for Ken.

AL TE RATIONS and repair
of men and womoo's clothing,
123 18th Ave. No. PhO!l!e 2522204.
4 LETTER WORDS. Here's
2 you'll enjoy hearing at The
Broadway in Sauk Rapids,
FREE BEER, every third

one.
LOST on South side, 4 mo.
old puppy, go 1 den brown.
black markings, very small.
Call Penny, Reward. 253-2198.
TYPING p.q>ers of all kinds.
252-2166.
LOST: wire-rim glasses in
white case - lost Sun, Call
251-8384 or 255-2759 or bring
to 420 Sherburne. ·
PERSONAL
SARAH Lynne Brooks is here!
COWABUNGA! Happy 20th!
Rubby B. and Dianne E.
HAPPY 19th Peggy - 306.
FLY: Here's your own 'person~l,' after all this time. And
you didn't even have to join
the brotherhood club.
THE HEPSTEAD Revenue
is coming.
CONSIDERING AL ASK A?
Accurate, comprehensive brochure about opportUIIllities in
COIDStruction:, oil, fishiitl:g and
canneries, others. Send $2.00
cash or money order. JOBS
IN ALASKA, P. 0. Box 1565,
Anchorage, Alaska 99501.
CARD OF THANKS: I wish
to express my siocere thanks
to all my friends amd to my
cousin, Larry Kull, for their
kindness shown to me and my
family in the loss of my beloved, brother, Gary Heida,
a graduate of St. Cloud State.
I w o u 1d also like to thalllk
those who gave a book in remembrance of Gary to the
Blomkest School at which he
taught. Sandy Heida.
HOW COME Bubb!& cam1't
stay out of the snow?
A BENT bippy is worse than
a flipped flapper!
SKI backward with Sue, no
telling what you will run into!
GOING TO Worthi!rugto1D: this
weekend? Take Sue alo111,g .
. . 255-2164.

SPAN
All students interested in
SPAN are welcome to attend
an information meeting Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
in the Civic Room of Atwood.
Tracing Ancestors_
A geneology section to aid
students and faculty i!n µ-acing
their ancestry. will be formed
by the history club. The first
meeting will be held Tuesday
in the Herbert room, Atw<>09.
Calvin Gruver of the history department will give a
general talk on how to trace
your ancestors. Material will
be available to help begin
ching
sear
' ·
Room Reservations
Any student or faculty organization personnel wishing
to make reservations for
Spring Quarter meetings in
Atwood please see Mrs. Kain,
A-110,
begilmirug
Mo!l1day,
March 8th at 8:00 a.m .

Clarinetist
to perform
tomorrow
Susan Hendricksoin will perform
three
contemporary
works by French composers
during her clarinet recital
tomorrow.
The 8 p.m. recital in the
Performing Arts Recital Hall
will open, with Brahms'
"Sonate, Opus. 120, No. 2."
The Fr ench compositions
are Henri Tomasi's "Concerto " Paul Arma's " Petite
Suite:' and Paul Boinneau's
" Suite. "
Leonardo
Vinci's
baroque work, '"Sonata -No.
1," will complete the program .
.-----------European nomads: The most
economical way to Europe
next summer. 5th consecutive
yr. Write: European Odyssey,
Winsted, Mn. 55395.

_.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

ROOM for 2 girls spr. qtr.
close to campus - extras,
$110 a qtr. - Karen 252-7709.
SMALL APT. for quiet student. 251-5900. Available Apr.
1.
GIRL'S housing has two vacancies. 601 8th Ave. So. Call
253-5235.
UNAPPROVED apt . for 2
girls. 253-4078.
CA BSMT. apt. for women.
Priv. ent., TV, close to campus, vacancies spring. Call
251-6851.
WANTED
MALE roommate, whole
house, $40 a month. 253-3390.
2 MALE stud en: ts to share
large furnished apt. with 2
others. 252-6297.
MALE roommate for spring
qtr. Call Bill or John after
6 p.m. 253-2952.
FRIAR & CONVENT Gardoo
Theatre Productions looking
for aggressive capable hard
working Mam1ager Salesman
to handle ticket sales on campus full or part time basis,
prefer soph. or older student
active in student affairs. Write
C o v e n t Garde!Ils at 724 4th
Ave. So., Mpls. giving experi-

·oPEN SUNDAY
Noon Till 5

PIK~A-BOOK STORE
23 So. 7th Ave. 253-1145
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New brew for the new breed.

Mountain
The Newman phone room
will be open from 6 p.m.-2
a.m. Call Mountain for any
type of personal or drug problem, 253-3131. Persons seekmg legal aid, counseling, or
medical advice will be referred to another helpful
agency.
.
Stu~ent teaching .
.
There will be a m~tiln~ m
the Stewart Hall Auditormm
on Wednesday, March 31, at
6 p.m. for all studeD;ts who
~ant a stud~nt teaching ass1gnment durmg 1!171-72.
.
If you want to make application for an assigilllTlent,
brilrug a pencil and be there
on time!
IVCF
Sunday the Dep team will
leave Garvey at 5: 30 for Lake
Killian. Next week Dam, Jolmson will show slides and talk
about mission work in Japan.
LSA
Tuesday evening is the winter quarter banquet. Come
sign the list or call The Meetinrg Place, 210 4th St.

Apocalypse
Have a cup of hot cider with
John Fahay Saturday. Passage
will appear Tuesday.
Gamma Delta
We're having a Hard Times
Party on Mooday, and everyo!l!e is welcome• Dress up in
your grubbies and come to
417 4th Ave. So. at 8 p.m.

Exit Interview
required £or
NDSL loans
Federal regulations require
all borrowers of National
Defense Student Loans to complete an exit interview when
graduating or withdrawing
from college.
Identical interviews for the
convenience of borrowers leaving school after the wilnter
quarter will be held in room
124, Stewart Hall, on Tuesday,
March 9, at 3 p.m• and on
Thursday, March 11 at 10 a.m.
These iinterviews will emphasize the responsibilities and
privileges of NDSL borrowers
after they leave school.

